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Cloud computing is the technology used to store massive volumes of data 
(Big data) on servers whose whereabouts are hidden from user of the 
service.  The possibility of sensitive data being accessed by cloud operators is 
a big source of worry regarding security and privacy. This makes Cloud 
computing adoption by organizations with users’ sensitive details including 
the banking sector and government agencies marred by resentment. 
Therefore, a cryptography approach is proposed, named Secure Efficient 
Distributed Storage(SecDcloud) model that is designed to obtain an efficient 
mass distributed service, and is supported by the Modified Alternative Data 
Distribution (MAD2) Algorithm Modified Secured Data distribution (MSED2) 
Algorithm as well as Improved Data Conflation (IDCon) Algorithm based on 
formal method. Our proposed mechanism aims to split, encrypt sensitive 
data and store the data to the different cloud servers without causing big 
overheads using formal method which prevents cloud service providers from 
directly accessing the user’s data.  Our experiments, evaluated on security 
and efficiency of our technique, and is compared with state-ofthe-art 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm and the results show that it 
is capable of effectively defending against the most common cloud-based 
threats while still maintaining a reasonable amount of processing time. 
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A. Introduction 
Cloud computing is a broad and diverse field.  The main advantage of cloud 

computing is that it eliminates the need for users to be in the same location where 
hardware software and storage space are physically present [1]. The cloud makes 
it possible to store and access data from anywhere and anytime without worrying 
about the maintenance of hardware software and storage space.  All of these 
services are provided to user at a low cost [2] [1].  The user must pay according to 
the storage space in use.  Due to this flexibility everyone is transferring  data to 
cloud, in addition users are allowed to store large amount of data on cloud storage 
for future use [3] [4].  Many cloud users concern about their sensitive data to 
which the cloud operators have the access [5] [6] [7].     

Security is major concern to the cloud computing. There is strong thrust to 
provide security at infrastructure -network level, Host level, application level and 
data. The data is associated with each level like network, host and Application 
level. The security issues related to different type attacks related to several 
technologies needs to be addressed [8] [9] [1]. Some security issues in cloud 
computing includes Availability, Third-Party Control, Data remanence, Legal Issues 
and Privacy. 

Major privacy concerns related to cloud computing are sighted by Pearson. 
The various security issues related to data security, privacy, confidentiality, 
integrity and authentication needs to be addressed. Most of the cloud service 
providers store the data in plaintext format and user need to use their own 
encryption algorithm to secure their data if required [8]. The data needs to be 
decrypted whenever it is to be processed [3].     

Cryptography includes techniques such as microdots, merging words with 
images, and other ways to hide information in storage or transit. However, in 
today's computer-centric world, cryptography is most often associated with 
scrambling plain text into a process called encryption, then back again. Modern 
cryptography in computer science concerns itself with the various data security 
[10].  In General, when data is encrypted, it is not easily understood by 
unauthorized people and to get plain text back decryption is used. For any kind of 
computation, one needs to perform the decryption first. Encryption solves major 
issues. But the power of cloud can be exploited if user is able to carry out 
computation on encrypted data [11] [12].  In addition, using encryption-focused 
techniques, it is hoped to secure data on cloud servers. Many researchers propose 
different cryptographic solution for cloud data protection, some of which are Fully 
Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) and Attribute Based Encryption(ABE).  Although,  
this type of secure mechanisms can protect data effectively from the target 
attackers, however, the performance of the data processing can be negatively 
impacted due to the additional computations necessary in large data [13] [5]. Some 
operations cannot be accomplished because of the technical obstacles, such as 
noises in FHE [14] [15].  Approaches for solving the security issues on cloud-side 
are categorized in to two, using regulatory compliance mechanisms to restrict 
employees’ behaviours’ [16] [17] and preventing data from information leakage by 
encryptions, such as FHE and ABE. But this type of data security cannot satisfy 
most current industrial demands due to the lowered operation efficiency level and 
unsolved problems inside the solutions.   
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Formal methods are mostly concerned with the application of mathematical 

technique to software design and implementation, formal methods are 
mathematically sound procedures created to aid in the creation of sophisticated 
computer-based systems; in theory, formal methods are intended to create 
flawless systems. Formal methods make use of logic, sets, sequence and maps and 
eliminates ambiguities, contradictions and incompleteness, in addition it supports 
abstraction and serves as a wonderful medium for modelling. The contributions of 
formal methods to security are enormous [18].  General-purpose formal 
techniques have been applied successfully to security issues; for example, model 
checking tools enabled to find unknown attacks in security protocols [19] for the 
Needham-Schroeder public-key authentication protocol [20].  Adopting formal 
methods could pose an advantage to data security challenge with regard to 
computational overhead.  In order to prevent cloud operators from reading users' 
data with little overhead, this paper proposes a way employing formal 
methodology and cryptography to address the issue of cloud data storage security. 

 
Statement of the Problem  
The use of cloud computing opens up a variety of avenues for Web-based 

service offerings to cater to different needs. Yet, data security and privacy have 
grown to be a serious concern that limits the use of many cloud applications. [5]. 
Users are allowed to store large amount of data on cloud storage for future use. 
The various security issues related to data security, privacy, confidentiality, 
integrity and authentication need to be addressed. Most of the cloud service 
providers store the data in plaintext format and user need to use their own 
encryption algorithm to secure their data if required. Many researchers such as [6] 
proposed different methods of solving security issues in cloud, but the issues still 
require researchers’ attention for efficient security measures considering latency 
and overhead 

 
Aim and Objectives  
The aim of this research is to develop cryptography approach based on 

formal method to secure distributed big data storage in cloud Environment such 
that cloud service operators will not reach users original data with minimum 
overhead and latency.  

The specific objectives of this research are:    
1. To develop an approach for protecting user data based on a formal 

method to secure distributed big data storage in cloud computing, coined Secured 
Efficient Distributed Cloud Storage (SecDcloud) a technique that can encrypt and 
store users’ data in different cloud data centres such that cloud service operators 
cannot have access to the original users' data stored on Cloud.  

2. To achieve high-level secured data storage, by designing a scheme to 
split data into cloud servers in which internal threat can neither abuse nor retrieve 
the information from the stored data in the event that service providers ’policies 
are not adhered to.  
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3. Evaluate Security Performance (Execution time and effect of data 
size) the proposed Secured Efficient Distributed Cloud Storage (SecDCloud), with 
Advance Encryption (AES).   
 
B. Related Works 

This section presents reviews of related literatures on cloud security issues. 
This holds up the demonstration of the proposed research background and 
theoretical foundation. Most layers of cloud computing, from networks to system 
managements, have been affected by security vulnerabilities [21] [22].  Due to the 
linkages between technical applications, many security challenges in networks and 
data storage also apply to cloud computing such as using Virtual Machine (VM).  
Numerous researchers looked at security issues and potential solutions from 
various angles.  For instance, previous studies of data encryption focused on small-
to-medium-size data, which does not work well for big data due to issues in the 
performance and scalability, this makes data security in cloud a concern.  The on-
demand nature of cloud computing faces various security threats such as data loss, 
data leakage, denial-of-Service(DoS), account or service traffic hijacking, and 
malicious insiders. A malevolent hacker may modify critical data due to a careless 
cloud service provider. To tackle such risk, the important data needs to be 
encrypted and the encryption keys must be protected [1] [23].  If an intruder gains 
access to a customer credentials stored on a cloud, it may eavesdrop on 
transactions and activities, maliciously manipulates the data, returns falsified 
information, and may redirect the customer to illicit sites. DoS attack is another 
major concern for cloud platforms because most of the organizations are 
dependent on 24/7 availability of one or more services [24]. Denial of one or more 
services may be costly to the customers especially, when they are billed based on 
disk-space consumption and computation cycles. Account or service hijacking is 
another major threat faced by cloud platforms. Hijacking a service allows a 
malicious person to sneak into crucial and sensitive areas of a deployed service 
which may lead to breaching the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of that 
service. A malicious insider, e.g., a current or former employee, a business partner, 
or a contractor, may gain access to the data, network or system for malicious 
purposes [23].  The situation gets worse when the cloud service provider is solely 
responsible for data security. Cloud platforms attract more attacks due to their 
distributed nature.  It is desirable that the data (video contents in this context) is 
protected and may only be accessed in encrypted form. Various clouds such as 
Google App Engine and Amazon web services have experienced security threats 
during recent years. These security flaws are exploited by illegal users to steal 
either secret information or disturb the normal operation of internet.    

A component of protecting data in the cloud is data management security, 
which frequently focuses on encryption setups or data classifications for security 
[25] [26].  Some approaches have been developed to ensure the secure query 
processing for Resource Description Framework (RDF), such as using eXtensible 
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) management policy [27]. Moreover, a 
selective data encryption is considered a way of reducing computing cost while 
protecting data in clouds. For example, classifying data in diverse ranks using 
searchable encryption is an approach for users to alter whether the data need to be 
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encrypted [28] [25]. The majority of current data management techniques, 
however, make the assumption that cloud operators will not misuse the data or 
will only have access to it. Even though the data are encrypted on the cloud side in 
some circumstances, information can still be retrieved.   

Data storage monitoring and protection is another aspect of securing data in 
the cloud, where the actions of cloud operators are observed or investigated 
utilizing attribute-based encryption (ABE) as one of the methods to ensure the 
privacy of information when the data is shared among several clouds [24] [29].  
However, the challenge is restricting cloud operators’ access scale can also result 
in other problems, such as data integration and data intactness [30] [31]. In 
addition, the rate of operation failure will rise if cloud service providers (CSP) are 
blocked [32] [24].     

Moreover, the information protections, such as access control mechanisms 
and trust management is considered. For instance, an approach was proposed to 
secure instant community data access using trust level classification 
methodologies [33].  Another recent research proposed an undercrossed access 
control scheme for securing multimedia big data in cloud computing, which used 
ontology-based authentication classifications [34].   

Most elliptic curve or bilinear pairing-based authentication algorithms are 
created for clientserver environments. They are not feasible for direct application 
to distributed service environments, where multiple service providers compete 
with each other for provisioning of various services. The user must manage 
numerous secret keys that they have acquired from various service providers. All 
service providers must use the same secret key to fix this problem.  However, if an 
adversary acquires the secret key, it may pose as a legitimate service provider to 
deceive the users.  Moreover, an intruder who captures the secret key may acquire 
the session keys as well. After acquiring one or more session keys, the attacker 
may eavesdrop on sensitive information transmitted between the user and 
another service provider.  Even though, these researches mainly focused on 
securing data transmissions and authentications. The approaches do not have 
much control when data are stored on the cloud-side. In addition, it is desired to 
protect data on cloud servers by using encryptionoriented approaches.   

Previous researches have also addressed this field, such as Fully 
Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [35] and ABE. Despite this type of secure 
mechanisms can effectively protect data from the target attackers, such as external 
malicious actions and internal improper operations; nonetheless, the efficiency of 
the data processing can be negative impacted due to the additional computations 
[36]. Some operations cannot even be accomplished because of the technical 
obstacles, such as noises in FHE [14].    

Other Approaches to secure Mass distributed storage have been proposed, 
for instance, in [37], according to the sensitivity of sensitive data, a method is 
suggested that divides the file and stores the data on several cloud servers. The 
input file's classification as sensitive or non-sensitive is decided by the user. 
Different virtual machines (VMs) are utilized to store sensitive files, while just one 
VM is used for non-sensitive items. The files are encrypted before being uploaded 
to the cloud server using the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) 
method.  
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 [38] proposed an algorithm that would generate keys on its own based on 

data input and then encrypt data using the keys generated. Data that has been 
encrypted will be uploaded to a cloud storage service, and the key will be safely 
stored on a local server for later decryption.   [39], developed an intelligent 
security method known as intelligent framework for the security of healthcare 
data called as IFHDS. Column based technique is applied large scale data security 
in developed system that has lesser impact on data processing. The developed 
technique masks the personal data and encrypt the sensitive data. The sensitive 
data were split into various parts on the basis of sensitivity levels where every part 
was separately stored in the distributed Cloud storage. The developed method 
secured the sensitive data of patients but with a higher computational time. The 
data owners manage the file configuration of data level security.   

 [5]  applied a distribution storage technique with effective security 
awareness to secure big data storage distribution in Cloud computing. The 
developed method made use of algorithms such as alternative data distribution, 
secure data distribution and efficient data conflation. The developed system 
divided the files and data were distributed separately in the distributed servers of 
Cloud. The alternative method was established to identify whether the data 
packets were split in order to lessen the operational time. The developed security 
aware method effectively defended the threats of the Clouds and reduced the 
computational time, distributes the file and saves the data independently in the 
blob and scattered cloud servers. The suggested approach, known as the 
Distributed Data & Storage (D2S) model, is primarily supported by our suggested 
algorithms, such as the Distributed & Store Algorithm (DS).   

In summary, most current active approaches solving the data abuse on cloud-
side have two alternatives. The first common approach is using regulatory 
compliance mechanisms to restrict employees’ behaviours [17].  This type of 
paradigm is not well controlled by technical methods. The other method is 
preventing data from information leakage by encryptions, such as FHE and ABE. 
But this type of data security cannot satisfy most current industrial demands due 
to the lowered operation efficiency level and unsolved problems inside the 
solutions. Our proposed scheme is an attempt that is designed for big data-related 
applications in which required a higher-level security using formal method and 
cryptography. A formed distributed storage manner can enable the data to be 
secured in cloud severs. 
 
C. Methodology 

The paper is aimed at improving the security in distributed storage as much 
as possible. The following sequence of steps identifies the methodology adopted.  

i.  Problem formulation  
ii. Study Existing Encryption Algorithm and Security Aware -Efficient    

Distributed Storage (SA-EDS) and Model for Encryption /Decryption based on the 
existing algorithm   

iii. Implement a cryptographic approach (SecDcloud) Algorithm based 
on formal method (Sequence) 
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iv. Evaluate the security and performance and Security of the SecDcloud 
compared with AES and (SA-EDS) 

 
1. Problem Description  
  
Given the initial input data and storage cloud servers. The goal is to identify a 

solution that can successfully store on cloud servers and ensure that cloud 
operators cannot access the data without greatly increasing execution time. The 
inputs include the initial data that consist of a string of user data packets. The 
outputs are two separate data packets that will be transmitted to different cloud 
storage servers. The newly created data packets must conceal user information so 
that cloud operators, who have access to the data, cannot read and comprehend it.  

  
2. Proposed Secured Efficient Distributed Data Storage (SecDCloud) 

Scheme    
  
This research focused cloud storage security issues and proposes a 

cryptography approach based on Formal Methods, by which the cloud service 
operators cannot directly reach partial data. The proposed techniques will perform 
sequence operation (head and last) to change the original data, divides the file, and 
store the split data in to different cloud servers in a distributed cloud. The 
proposed method is called A secured efficient distributed cloud storage 
(SecDCloud) model, which will be mainly supported by the proposed algorithms, 
including Modified Alternative Data Distribution (MAD2) algorithm, and Modified 
Secure Efficient Data Distributions (MSED2) Algorithm and Improve Efficient Data 
Conflation (IDCon) Algorithm, Figure 1, is the abstract model of the proposed 
scheme.    
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Figure 1.  Proposed SecDCloud Abstract Model 

 
Model Description    

User data is partitioned in to four functional units and arrange in a sequence, 
and subject to sequence operation (Head, Last). The Head and the last are 
merge and encrypted as well middle. The encrypted data are then stored in 
different cloud. This method is proposed to avoid cloud data centres operators 
from having access to original user data. The main problem to be addressed 
here is security of user data in distributed storage.    
  

The inputs include the initial data that consist of user data packets represented 
as terms in sequence. Sequence and its operations are a part of Model based 
Approach in adapting formal method which is the basis for this work. The 
outputs are two separate data packets that will be transmitted to different 
cloud storage servers. The new generated data packets need to hide user data 
so that the cloud operators cannot read and understand the information, even 
though they have the access to the data.   
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Model Description    

User data is partitioned in to four functional units and arrange in a sequence, 
and subject to sequence operation (Head, Last). The Head and the last are 
merge and encrypted as well middle. The encrypted data are then stored in 
different cloud. This method is proposed to avoid cloud data centres operators 
from having access to original user data. The main problem to be addressed 
here is security of user data in distributed storage.    
  
The inputs include the initial data that consist of user data packets represented 
as terms in sequence. Sequence and its operations are a part of Model based 
Approach in adapting formal method which is the basis for this work. The 
outputs are two separate data packets that will be transmitted to different 
cloud storage servers. The new generated data packets need to hide user data 
so that the cloud operators cannot read and understand the information, even 
though they have the access to the data.   
  
Model Expression  

This can be expressed in two folds Storage and Retrieval  
Storage: Consider the Sequence   
D  =  {d1, d2, d3, d4}    
Where D is d1, d2, d3, d4 form the terms represent data packets which is in 
form of plain text  Perform sequence operations [head, last] on D as well as 
middle  
Such that 

D1 = d1d4 
 D2 = d2d3  
//When operations are executed and encrypted on the data packets, it 
generates   
Then D1 and D2 are encrypted and sent to Cloud A and Cloud B  
  

Retrieval (Merging and Reorganising)  
Reorganising is performed with mid first, and Decrypted back to its original 
form  
Operations: Mid first  
Decrypt back to original form.  
  
General Concept Pseudocode for SecDcloud  

1. For all the terms d1, d2, d3, d4 in sequence D, as sensitive text (Assume that 
the plaintext is sensitive)   

2. Perform operation [Head, Last] as well as middle such that d1=d1d4, 
D2=d2d3  

3. Generate Key, XOR with D1, D2  
4. 4. Store on Cloud A and B  
5. End.  
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  Figure 2. SecDcloud Workflow Structure  

  
There are basically three phases in the model as shown in Figure 2, these 
phases form the crucial steps during the data transmissions. One is processing 
data into two separate data strings, this process is accomplished by pairing 
(Head, Last) of the sequence of data packets and encrypting, finally, both 
encrypted data packets were sent to separate cloud servers. Then the storage 
unto different cloud servers at different locations, and finally merging and 
reorganizing and decrypting the data to obtain the original data which forms 
the retrieval case.  Attaining the original data needs a reorganization operation 
after the data packets are received from cloud sides. Then the key is XORed 
with the retrieved Mid first Operation Next, the original data will be gained 
after this procedure is finished.  
  
Pseudo code and Algorithms   

  
The main purpose for this algorithm is to store cloud data in a distributed 
manner such that cloud operators will not have access to client data in a cloud 
environment.   
  
Modified Alternative Data Distribution Pseudo code (MAD2)  

  

1. Input the searchable named-data-packets that are searchable and   pre-
named list (PNL).   

2. For all named-data-packets, we search each data packet and see 
whether there is a name label that matches searchable labels in PNL.   

3. If a match is found, execute Modified Efficient Data Distribution 
(MSED2) Algorithm by which the data packets are split into two parts 
and stored in distributed cloud servers. In this process, the split data 
packets include α and β.   

4. Otherwise, execute an XOR operation to the data packet and generate an 
encrypted data packet D xor.   
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5. Output the encrypted data packets, including D xor , α, and β.   
  
  
Modified Alternative Data Distribution (MAD2) Algorithm.   
Require: NDP, PNL   
Input NDP, PNL  
  

1:    For ∀ NDP do  
2:   for each data packet do     
3:     if ∃ a li ∈ PNL then   

Execute MSED2 Algorithm /* Algorithm */    
4:           

5:     else     

6:       Do XOR operation to the data packet     

7:       /*Do XOR operation before the data packet is sent out*/    

8:       Generate D xor     

9:     end if    

10:   end for     
11:   Obtain the values of D   
 
Modified Efficient Data Distribution Algorithm (MSED2)  

1. Input data D create an initialise a few data set α,β   and assign 0 to them  
2. Randomly generate a key K that is stored at the user’s special register for 

the purpose of encryption and decryption. This is the crucial part for 
protecting privacy before the data are sent out.  

3. Apply Sequence operation (Head, Last) also known as pairing which 
produces D1, D2   

4. Execute the XOR operation to obtain α,β    α   D1 K β   D2 K  
where k is the key randomly generated and stored  

5. Output α and β and separately store them in the different cloud servers.   

Modified Efficient Data Distribution (MSED2) Algorithm  
Require: D //non empty   

Ensure: α, β  

1: Input D  
2: Initialize   α← 0, β← 0   
3: Randomly generate a key K  
5:   for all input data packets do   
6:     α ← d1dn    K    /  * head, last   

7:     β ←d2dn-1  K  
8:   end for   
9: output α, β  

Improved Data Conflation (IDCon) algorithm   
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Improved Data Conflation (IDCon) Algorithm is designed   for users obtain their 
original data from distributed cloud servers.   
Improved Data Conflation Pseudo codes  

1. Input the data, α and β, that are acquired from different cloud servers. 
The user obtains the key K from the special register.   

2. Initialize a few dataset  , and D for the operation needs.   

3. Execute the XOR operation to both α and β by using K. Assign the value to 
γ and γ’, respectively.    

4. γ and γ and assign to D   
5. output D  

  
Improved Data Conflation (IDCon) Algorithm.   
Require: α, β, K  

 Ensure: D   

1: Input α, β, K   
2:  Initialize    
3:  /*receives α, β from separate cloud servers mid first*/   

4: α k , ’ β k  

5:  D    ’  
6: Output D  

Implementation   

The experimental environment was configured as follows. The Proposed 
Scheme was implemented and tested on a windows machine with a 9th gen 
corei7 processor, 16GB of RAM, 2Terabyte storage and windows 10 Operating 
system. Google Server at different locations was used Python was used as 
language of choice.  
  
Experimental Settings  

The proposed model was evaluated on different inputs size while assessing the 
execution time.  The settings are as follows:  

i. Setting 1: evaluations based on the data required to be encrypted. The 
assessment was processed by different input data sizes, as follows: Setting 1: 
1 KB, Setting 2: 1 MB, Setting 3: 10 MB, Setting 4: 50 MB, Setting 5: 250 MB, 
Setting 6: 500 MB.  ii. Setting 2: evaluations based on the data retrieved from 
cloud servers. The assessment was processed by different retrieval data sizes, 
as follows: Setting 1: 1 KB, setting 2: 1 MB, setting 3: 10 MB, Setting 4: 50 MB, 
Setting 5: 250 MB, Setting 6: 500 MB  

In order to evaluate the expected performance dimensions, we evaluated the 
proposed model by assessing its execution time while different input data sizes 
were operated and compared with MSED2 and Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) Which is one of symmetric encryption that most used often and utilized 
popularly over the world as the most secure algorithm for encryption available 
today.  
The experimental results are as follows:  
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 Table 1. Encryption Result of MSED2 and AES at different settings  

  

S/No  Settings  
(Data Size)  

Secured  
Distributed  
Storage  
(SecDcloud)  
  
MSED2  

Advanced Encryption  
Standard (AES)  
  
AES Encrypt  

1  Setting 1-1  90  218  

2  Setting 1-2  800  1600  

3  Setting 1-3  5020  5210  

4  Setting 1-4  26300  37000  

5  Setting 1-5  147000  180000  

6  Setting 1-6  283000  357000  

  
The table 1 above represents the results obtained for Modified Secured Data 
Distributed (MSED2) Algorithm when compared with the Advance 
Encryption Standard (AES) which is widely accepted approach the result 
shows that our approach has less execution time at different settings.   
The Results of decryption at different settings is presented in the table 2 
below, in which comparison was drawn from our Data Conflation approach 
and AES decrypt. Generally, from the results we can deduce that the 
decryption takes longer when compared to encryption. For instance, at the 
initial settings, there is a difference of 800ms when compared with AES 
decrypt. As the data size increase at the last settings, we discover 12,000ms 
as the difference, which implies our approach even though longer performs 
better.   
 
  Table 1. E Decryption Result of IDCon and  AES Decrypt at different settings  

 

S/No  Settings (File 

Size)  

Secured Efficient  

Distributed Storage  
(SecDcloud)  
IDcon -Decrypt  

Advanced  

Encryption  
Standard (AES)  
AES Decrypt  

1  Setting 2-1  103  1000  

2  Setting 2-2  1000  1700  

3  Setting 2-3  9000  10000  

4  Setting 2-4  30000  40000  

5  Setting 2-5  170000  240000  

6  Setting 2-6  360000  480000  

  
The few experimental results for performance Evaluations are represented 
with graphs, and observations discussed. The encryption execution time are 
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examined. For instance, Figures 3,4 &5 show the comparison of encryption 
execution time between MSED2 and AES using same sized input data generated 
for setting 1-1 to 1-6 According to the lines of graphs, the proposed scheme has 
shorter execution time when compared with AES which is the standard 
approach, longer decryption execution time was observed under the same 
settings.  
  
  
  

  

Figure 3. Comparison on the Execution (Encryption) time between MSED2 
and AES (1-1,1-2)  
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Figure 4. Comparison on the Execution (Encryption) time between MSED2 
and AES (1-3, 1-4) 

 
  

  

Figure 5. Comparison on the Execution (Encryption) time between MSED2 
and AES (1-5, 1-6)  

  
In figure 6 &7 the decryption time between IDCon and AES Decrypt, was 
considered  
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Represented execution time differences between the encryption and 
decryption when the data sizes were varied. The horizontal axis represents the 
number of the evaluations. The figure showed that the data that needed 
decryptions were impacted by the data size. The execution time became longer 
when the data size increased.  
  

 

Figure 6. Comparison on the Execution (Decryption) Time Between MSED2 
and AES (2-1, 2-2)  
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Figure 7. Comparison on the Execution (Decryption) time between MSED2 
and AES (2-3, 2-4)  

  
The File Content is encrypted using Visual Assessment as shown in Figure 8&9 
shows an example of original file before encryption which is readable, while 
Figure 9. shows that content is well encrypted. This takes care of the threat 
from the cloud operators who may decide not to comply with the regulations 
provided by the service providers. This also implies that the scheme can 
protect data on transmissions, since the encryption will be performed before 
the split and sent to cloud.  
  

  

  

Figure 8. Sample File Content Before Encryption  
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Figure 9. Sample File Content After Encryption  

  

D. Conclusion 
The paper is expected to address the problem of cloud data storage and is 

intended to offer a method that could prevent cloud operators from viewing 
sensitive user data. Addressing this goal, we proposed a novel cryptographic 
approach entitled as Secure Data Distributed Storage (SecDcloud) model. The 
model is supported by Modified Alternative Data  
Distribution (MAD2), Modified Secure Data Distributions (MSED2) and Improved 
Data Conflation (IDCon) algorithms.  Our experimental evaluations had proved 
that our proposed scheme could effectively defend major threats and from the 
results obtained will secure users data from both external and internal threats. In 
addition, the scheme performs better in terms of computing time compared to the 
Advanced Encryption Standard(AES).  
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